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AGMs promote good investor relations
I’m disappointed but unsurprised by the Australasian Investor Relations Association’s
belief that annual general meetings have little relevance to shareholder
communication (“Peak body calls AGMs a waste of time", AFR, January 11).
Having advised many public company chairmen ahead of over 50 AGMs in the past 16
years and as an AIRA member, I’m aware of the typical view that retail shareholders
can be a nuisance and that AGMs are a waste of time.
With respect to my AIRA colleagues, AGMs are shareholders’ forums. They provide a
rare opportunity for owners to meet face to face with those charged with running
their company on their behalf, to hold them accountable for their performance and to
Advertisement

get direct answers to any concerns. That AGMs are predominantly attended by small
shareholders is no reason to devalue them. Indeed, several leading ASX companies
boast very large retail shareholder bases. Institutional shareholders are, of course,
also welcome to attend AGMs; that most do not is their affair. Notwithstanding that
the AGM format can be improved, my advice is always to see an AGM as not simply an
event to get through unscathed but an opportunity for directors and executives to
enhance their relationship with owners (and other stakeholders) by engaging openly,
explaining their company’s activities clearly, acknowledging concerns respectfully
and, most importantly, giving all shareholders conﬁdence that they can be trusted to
deliver on expectations.
Larry Robertson Robertson Burns, Letters
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